Abstract. In our study we have used a silicon strip detector to obtain digital images of some breast tissues with micro calcifications. Some of those images will be shown and we will discuss the perspectives of using this technique as an improvement of breast cancer diagnostics
INTRODUCTION
Mammography is the best method for breast cancer diagnostic. One signal of the presence of this kind of cancer is the identification of micro calcifications in breast. Mammography refers to obtaining radiographic images of breast where strange or damage tissues can be identified. In recent years there have been a lot of efforts to develop the application of semiconductor detectors in order to obtain digital images, which have some advantages compare to the conventional ones.
It is known that death by breast cancer increases every year. It is the second cause of death for cancer. The origin of this cancer is not well known but some possible causes are due to endocrines problems, environment, as others [1] .
In order to obtain a good mammography image it is important to assure an imaging quality together with dose optimization. For this there must be a good positioning and to have good film developing. All this improves the imaging valuation.
The advantages of having digital technology in creating images from radiological systems can be enlisted as follows. Digital imaging permits to manipulate the image to improve the quality, also permits the image inversion and enables the transferring of information. This can minimizes retakes and the time and dose exposition would be reduced.
MATERIALS
To obtain the digital images we used a BEDE x-ray tube, Cu anode at 20kV, 1mA power operation and a Silicon Strip Detector (SSD [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , Fig. 1 ) placed in the edge-on configuration. Between the tube window and the SSD we put a 1cm wide collimator open 120 micros and between this and the SSD the biopsies were analyzed moved 
RESULTS
The biopsies were placed between the collimator and the SSD. The biopsies were moved through a step motor. The rest of the system is static fixed in an optic table. Every step moves the sample 120 microns which is the distance the collimator is open. The time of each step is 1 second. We needed around 200 steps to obtain an image so every image took 3 or 4 minutes in being obtained. We were given some breast biopsies that were supposed to have micro calcifications. We put one of them in our scanning system and obtained its digital image. In Fig. 3 we can see a picture of the biopsy and its image. We can appreciate some structures of denser material compare to the environments. These structures are the possible micro calcifications. The diameter varies from 100 to 300 microns of each structure. 
CONCLUSIONS
Mammography is useful in the limited detection of breast cancer (positive and negative false). Mammography is for detection, not for diagnostics. Mammography success: perception of small injuries and quality in imaging. We were able to obtain good images with SSD. We obtained images where Biological tissues (micro calcifications) were identified (100-400um). We think there are possibilities to apply SSD to digital mammography.
